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Chapter One: Introduction
Why Study Latin?
Welcome, dear student, to the study of Latin! In this book you will find a series of steppingstones to lead you into the ancient realm of the Roman language.
You may have heard that Latin is hard;
I shall not deny that it is. But so, when
you come to think of it, is balancing
twelve eggs upon your nose. And
Latin has the advantage of being a real
achievement, one in which you can
rightfully take pride. I have nothing
against egg-balancers, of course, but
there are achievements and there are
achievements.
I am aware that not all of my
readers may feel the same way about
Latin. Some of you may be quite
convinced that Latin is pure gold, and
are eager to get started on it. Some of
you, however, may still be wondering
what there is, really, about Latin that
makes it worthwhile. Why not German
or Spanish? Why not French, la
langue de l’amour?

Ancient Roman Road between Antioch and Chalcis
Bernard Gagnon [CC BY-SA
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)]
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons
/2/22/Ancient_Roman_road_of_Tall_Aqibrin.jpg

To present a concise case for Latin I shall divide its merits into two principal groups. The
first group contains the practical advantages of Latin; these are many. Your grasp of English
and of European Romance languages, such as French and Spanish, will increase, because these
languages are founded upon Latin. They borrow from both its words and its grammatical
structure. In every area of study, it is most profitable to spend time on the elements of that study,
since they are what make up everything else. In practicing the piano, for example, scales and
chords are some of the best things to practice; your musical skill will increase much faster than if
you only practiced finished pieces. That is why it is helpful to study Latin: it is an element of
many modern languages.
Another practical advantage is a greater understanding of grammar. What do I mean by
“grammar”? Allow me to present an analogy. It is not everyone who can sit down and turn out a
fine dinner-table with matching chair set: only the trained hand can do this, supplied with the
proper materials and equipment. What enables someone to perform this task well? What
separates the competent table-maker from the incompetent one? Primarily, it is what we call the
“art of carpentry”. By means of this art the carpenter knows the form of table he is aiming at, and
he knows what means to employ to reach that goal. His trained hands follow obediently the
dictates of his mind.
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You may be saying to yourself,
“Very well, I grant what you are saying
about furniture. But what does all of this
have to do with Latin? Not much, I
should think.” I am, however, working
around to a significant point. Notice, if
you please, that we are accustomed to call
carpentry an “art”. What, you may ask,
does art mean in this context? The poet
Ralph Waldo Emerson had something to
say on the subject. He wrote,

In a craft or art, men use reason to guide their
actions.
Albrecht Dürer [Public domain]
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/
e/e3/Duerer_Underweysung_der_Messung_fig_001_page_181.jpg

The conscious utterance of thought, by
speech or action, to any end, is Art. From
the first imitative babble of a child to the
despotism of eloquence… Art is the
spirit’s voluntary use and combination of
things to serve its end.

In saying this he hewed closely to what St
Thomas Aquinas had said on the subject
hundreds of years before. Both of them
teach that art is a very general term, not limited to painting or music (examples of what are
called the “fine arts”), but applying generally to any activity where human beings use their
reason to direct their actions toward some purpose. One such art is grammar. This art helps us
to write and speak well in whatever language we care to use.
But why do we need grammar? Can’t we communicate well enough without an “art of
language”? Take a look, if you please, at the following two sentences:
1. Wistfully looked entering eyes him left as room.
2. A wistful look entered his eyes as he left the room.
I think you’ll agree that the second sentence is much easier to understand. The first sentence uses
more or less the same words, only they have been modified and switched around. For example,
where in the first sentence we have “wistfully”, in the second we have “wistful”; although these
are both forms of the same word, only one of them is correct in the context. What tells us which
form to use? Nothing but grammar. Grammar assembles a rude mass of vocabulary into a fine,
polished sentence. What carpentry is to wood, grammar is to words.
We have been dwelling so far on how Latin helps you to learn other things; but why
search abroad for what you can find at home? After all, great men like Caesar, Cicero, and Vergil
were perfectly content to use Latin all their lives without any thought of learning other languages
by it. They recognized in Latin a finely-tuned and beautiful instrument of thought. And during the
course of their lives they enriched Latin further with a treasury of thoughtful and well-written
works, a treasury only fully open to you once you have mastered the intricacies of their native
language. These works have been admired and imitated without ceasing since they first were
written. That is why, in addition to being advantageous for other studies, Latin is also worthwhile
in itself, because of its own excellence and the excellence of the literature to which it gave birth.
All rights reserved © 2015-2020 Christ the King Textbooks, Inc.
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There is one more reason for studying Latin, and it is in truth the most powerful. The
Church that Christ founded upon earth has taken Latin for her own instrument. Everything from
the words of the Holy Mass to the pronouncements of the Popes is rendered in Latin. This lends a
permanence and universality to these texts and so it is little wonder that this ancient language,
once spoken by the inhabitants of classical Rome, is now a prized possession of our Holy Mother
the Catholic Church. Knowing Latin will open to you a treasure-chest of ecclesial texts in which
you will find an abundance of knowledge and spiritual delight.

Method of Study
Very well. If Latin is all we have said it is, it would be a shame not to study it. But how are we to
go about doing so? There are, after all, many different ways of studying a language. Books
abound on the subject. Some people advocate learning a language through “immersion”, that is,
being surrounded by people speaking the language you are trying to learn, and picking up words
and phrases here and there as you listen. Other people prefer a more structured approach, which
divides up the language into parts and gives you one part at a time to master.
You will remember our saying above that, in any pursuit, it is best to begin with the
elements or building-blocks. It is natural at this point to ask, “So, what are the elements of Latin
itself?” Well, now that you come to it, what are the elements of any language? How about
English, the language in which this book is written? Well, you will notice that English is
composed of sentences, which are set apart by periods. These sentences are themselves
composed of phrases, set apart by commas, semicolons, and colons; and these phrases are in turn
composed of words. So, it seems like sentences and words are the things we should be studying.
As it happens, grammar is precisely what studies these two things – how to form words
correctly, and how to put them harmoniously together into sentences. This means that in studying
a language, it is key to learn grammar.
Well, Latin’s a language, just as much as English is. That means that words and sentences
will crop up there, too. You can’t get away from them, in fact – words wherever you look. How
shall we deal with this onslaught of words? How but with grammar? Grammar will be the rifle
with which we keep at bay the herd of foreign terms. In conclusion: since we will not be using a
method like immersion, but will be focusing on the elements of language, ours will be what is
called a grammar-first approach.
Now, if we are committed to using grammar, we should start with words, since these are
simpler than sentences. Accordingly our 1st year study of Latin will focus almost exclusively
upon how to form words. (In technical language, this is called “morphology”.) I say “almost
exclusively”, because we shall give you, not just Latin words, but complete Latin sentences to
read and translate; this is “jumping ahead” a little, because you will not study sentences in
earnest until later, but this is necessary for two reasons. First, you will be best enabled to
understand words if you can see them “in their native habitat”; that is to say, in the context of
sentences. Second, it’s frankly not very interesting to read solitary, isolated words all the time.
“Dog. Tree. Runs. Cat. Barking.” It fails to grip your attention, doesn’t it?
But our journey through words and sentences cannot be made at random; a language, and
especially an ancient and highly-structured one like Latin, is a bit of a maze and is easy to get
lost in. It would be well to have an overview of Latin, which would allow us to see, at any point,
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where we are going, and where we have already been. That is why we have, in this book,
developed a system of “maps” to be your guides.

Latin Lesson-by-Lesson
This is the way to make progress; this is the way to arrive at
results; not to swallow knowledge, but to masticate and digest
it.
– St. John Henry Newman

These maps we shall insert at the beginning of each chapter, and whenever else we move to a
new topic. They will look like this:

Word Formation

Latin Year I

Sentence
Formation

This is the broadest view of the 1st year book, which is devoted entirely to the basics of the
Latin language: word formations and simple sentence structure. Naturally, since we call this the
“1st-year” book, there are also other years in our Latin program. In all, there are 3 books: the 2ndyear book will follow the same pattern as the 1st-year, but will cover more difficult words and
will equip you for complex sentences; there will also be more translations, since you will be
able to understand far more Latin than you could at the beginning of the 1st book. In the 3rd year
book you will find very little grammar – instead, you will reap the rewards of your first two
years and read the works of the great classical and Catholic authors.
Our diagrams are color-coded to show your progress: a merely white box indicates an
object of future study; the subject of the current lesson is colored in yellow; and, finally, in green
is given a catalogue of your victories over the forms of Latin.
At the beginning of most lessons we will present you with a list of vocabulary, which
you should look through and begin memorizing as soon as possible. The first part of the list will
be words that are used and studied throughout the lesson. The second part has additional words
that will be helpful when you do your exercises, but are not studied extensively in the lesson
itself. Both these types of words, however, are equally important to memorize. After you have
made a start at memorizing the vocabulary, reading through the rest of the lesson. There will
often be more tables for you to memorize as well in the lesson. Near the end of the lesson, or
scattered throughout as needed, we will give you examples of what you ought to be learning.
Read through each example carefully and see if you understand why it is written the way it is.
After you have read to the end of the lesson, we will give you a reminder to do the corresponding
exercises. You should always refer back to the examples when doing your exercises.
About a third of the time you spend studying Latin should be devoted to reading and
understanding the lesson, and the other two-thirds to doing the exercises following the lesson.
You will probably find that you can read through the lesson fairly quickly, but it will help to turn
back to the lesson whenever you hit an exercise that stumps you.
All rights reserved © 2015-2020 Christ the King Textbooks, Inc.
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Why do we have all these exercises? If you set out to run a race, without practicing for it
at all, you will find yourself lagging far behind the more experienced runners. A painful gasp will
escape you as you lift your eyes and find your adversaries cresting a faraway hill. You cannot
master a skill all at once, nor can you master it just by thinking about it. You must do it, and do it
repeatedly. While there are many steps to take in learning Latin, each step is, by itself, small and
manageable. Sometimes your exercises may seem pointless, but if you keep before you the map
of Latin you will always know where your work is leading you, and it is to a worthwhile goal. At
the very least, you will gain a skill of concentration that will serve you just as well in Latin as in
athletics, music, or any other pursuit. I commend you on beginning Latin and I wish you good
fortune in your endeavors.

Albrecht Dürer [Public Domain]
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/
a/ac/D%C3%BCrer-Hieronymus-im-Geh%C3%A4us.jpg

St. Jerome – a model for diligence!
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LESSON 1

LATIN PRONUNCIATION

The Purpose
Why bother learning how to pronounce Latin? Most people, after all, only want to read Latin in
books; they don’t need to speak it aloud. So, would it be better to skip this section?
Far from it! When you are trying to understand a sentence, nothing is more helpful than
reading it aloud. Even simply imagining the sounds in your head is better than simply looking
at the shapes upon the page. Why so? We can answer this with a very basic fact of language: it is
spoken before it is written. Written language is like a symbol or signpost that points to spoken
langauge. Spoken words are more “real” than written ones. It’s in the very nature of language
that reading aloud aids comprehension. Besides that, though, there are other reasons: when
you read aloud, you bring more of your body into play in engaging with the text. You use your
voice to intone the words, and you use your ears to pick up the sounds you make. Using these
parts of yourself better focuses your attention on the text and allows you to notice things you
might otherwise miss.
There’s also a way in which being able to read something aloud shows that you
understand it. For instance, if you read a joke aloud, but didn’t realize it was a joke, you would
read it badly. You’d pass right over the punchline, and its humor would be gone. Because of this
reading aloud is a good way to display your understanding of a text.
Finally, if you know how to pronounce Latin
yourself, you’ll be better able to understand it when
you hear someone else speaking it, as you would
during Holy Mass.

The Alphabet
Pages from a 1632 Roman Missal
Maksymovych Scientific Library [CC0]
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/
commons/9/91/Missale_Romanum_1632.jpg

Well, if we’re going to pronounce Latin, we’ll need
some rules to follow. In this lesson we’ll give you
more or less all the rules, but you don’t need to learn
them all right away! Just start practicing them by
reading words aloud, and come back to this lesson
whenever you are not sure how to pronounce
something.

We shall begin with the Latin alphabet. The English alphabet is in great part derived
from the Latin alphabet, so it is not surprising that they only differ slightly, by Latin lacking the
letter w. Nevertheless, the same letters sometimes make different sounds in Latin and English,
so it is important to learn the sounds or values of the Latin alphabet.
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Below is a chart with the Latin alphabet
and the values of each of the letters according to
the ecclesiastical pronunciation:

A meeting of doctors (professors)
at a medieval university
(where ecclesiastical Latin would
certainly have been spoken!)

The Latin Alphabet
Letter

Sound as in

Letter

Sound as in

A, a

father, facility

N, n

nob

B, b

boat

O, o

note

C, c

cap, chess

P, p

pope

D, d

dog

Q, q

queen

E, e

grey, pet

R, r

thrill

F, f

fog

S, s

soon

G, g

dog, engine

T, t

tell, glitzy

H, h

history

U, u

tune, full

I, i

marine, wit

V, v

van

All rights reserved © 2015-2020 Christ the King Textbooks, Inc.
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commons/0/08/Meeting_of_doctors_at_the_university_of_Paris.jpg

There are two major kinds of Latin
pronunciation, classical and ecclesiastical.
Classical Latin pronunciation is based on what
linguists think was the likely pronunciation of
Latin at the height of the Roman Empire just
before Christ’s time. This is supposed to be the
kind of Latin spoken by Cicero and Caesar, for
example. Ecclesiastical, or Church Latin, is the
way in which Latin has been pronounced since
the Middle Ages (the years 500-1500), and is the
way Latin is still spoken by the Church.
Ecclesiastical pronunciation is very similar to the
pronunciation of the Romance languages. The
Romance languages are those descended from
Latin and include French, Spanish, and Italian.
Since Church Latin is what is used in the Latin
Mass, and is more familiar to most English
speakers, ecclesiastical pronunciation is used in
this book.
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J, j

yelp

X, x

box

K, k

kite

Y, y

eat, hoop

L, l

lock

Z, z

zebra

M, m

mop

Pay particular attention to those forms in red – as they are very different from English
pronunciation.

Vowels and consonants
All letters in the alphabet can be divided into vowels or consonants. Vowels are sounds made
principally by the voice, without the blocking of the mouth or throat. They are the sounds that can
be sung. Consonants are sounds made by partially closing the mouth or throat, and are usually
used to end or begin vowel sounds. Some letters however, such as y in English, are semi-vowels,
so called because they are vowels which tend to become consonants in certain positions.
Note that in Latin there are no silent letters (except sometimes h), so the Latin word amāre is
pronounced ah-mah-ray, not ah-mair.
There are two sounds for some of the vowels in the Latin alphabet. These are called the
long and short values of the vowel. The long vowels have either a “sharper” sound than the short
vowels, or are held for a longer time, as is the case in poetry. As you can see in the table below, for
some vowels the difference in pronunciation not really noticeable. For these, there is no practical
difference between the short and long sounds. The vowels that are colored are the ones that have
noticeable change.
Long Vowels

Short Vowels

ā as in father.

a as in aha!

ē as in grey

e as in pet

ī as in marine

i as in bit

ō as in note

o as in oppress

ū as in tune

u as in full

ȳ like ī

y like i

Long and short vowels are sometimes distinguished in written Latin by placing horizontal lines
called macrons over the long vowels. Since, however, most great Latin texts are not written with
macrons, the readings in this book will also lack macrons, so that the student may get used to
reading Latin without them. The exception is poetry, because the macrons are important for
recognizing the rhythm. Macrons are also used in the vocabulary lists and other references.
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Diphthongs
In addition to its five vowels, Latin has three diphthongs, ae, oe, and au. A diphthong is
a sound made by two vowels put together.
Latin diphthongs
ae like ay in pray
oe like ay in pray
au like ow in chow
If you try saying the two vowels together, you can hear how the diphthongs came about. If you
say “ah-ooh” several times, you will notice that it is easy to slur the two vowels together into an
“ow” sound. Note that the two diphthongs ae and oe make the same sound.
On the other hand, any two Latin vowels which are not diphthongs ought to be pronounced
as separate syllables.


For example: fiet (“it will happen”) should be pronounced “`Fee-eht”, as two
syllables, rather than like “feet” or “fight”.

Special consonants in Church Latin
The Latin consonants b, d, f, k, l, m, n, p, q, s, t, v, and x are pronounced the same way as
their English counterparts. There are, however, a few variations particular to Church Latin in the
sounds of other consonants:


g and c are hard before a, o, u, au, or a consonant, and soft before e, i, ae, or oe.
Hard g as in great; soft g as in genuine. Hard c as in cat. Soft c as in chip.

Hence caelum (heaven) is pronounced “chay-loom,” unlike its English derivative celestial,
which is pronounced with an s sound at the beginning.


When s comes before a c, the c merges with the s to make an even softer “sh”
sound. So sciēbant is pronounced “shee-`ay-bahnt.” This is true even if the s
sound is in a previous word, or is part of an x: excelsis is pronounced “ehk-`shehlsees,” and rēx caelestis, “rehk shay-`lehs-tees.”



The letter t is soft, whenever it is followed by an i and another vowel. A soft t has
a slight s sound which follows it: nātiō = “naht-see-oh.”



The letters c, g, and t are always hard if followed by an h: cherubim = “`keh-roobeem,” Thōmās = “`tow-mahs”



In Latin the letter r is trilled as in Spanish or Italian: cūra, “`cooh-rrah.”



One last rule is that a g before an n makes a y sound after the n. Hence agnus is
pronounced “ah-nyoos,” not “ahg-noos.”
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Accents
In both English and ecclesiastical Latin, accents consist in giving more stress or emphasis to a
certain syllable in a word. This syllable is usually said a little longer and louder than the others.
Here are some English examples: about, taken, arising, catalyst, Philadelphia.
In Latin, the stress is never on the last syllable.1 Hence in two letter words, the accent is
always on the second to last, or penultimate syllable. In words with three or more letters, the
accent is either on the penultimate or antepenultimate syllable, the one right before the penultimate
(ante, before + penultimate).
For words with three or more letters, the following rules determine where to put the accent:
1. The penultimate syllable is accented if it is long, otherwise the antepenultimate syllable
takes the accent.
a-`mā-re; py-re-`nae-os; `fī-li-us;
`glō-ri-a.
2. A syllable is automatically long if its vowel is long or a diphthong.
̅̅̅̅ctōribus;
𝒂𝒖
familiārum.
3. A syllable is long by position if it is followed by two consonants or the double consonant
x, unless the two syllables are a cluster of a b, c, d, f, g, k, p, or t and an l or r.
̅̅̅̅perium; ag𝒆𝒏
̅̅̅̅dum; but 𝒔𝒖
̆ blīmis; 𝒂
̆trōcem
𝒊𝒎
4. If the word an ending such as -que, -ve, or -ne, The syllable before the ending is stressed,
regardless of its length.
sce-le-`ris-que; do-`mūs-ve
Accents for most Latin words follow predictable patterns because of common endings, so
pronunciation will come easily with practice.

1

The only exceptions to this rule are in words that have had their final syllable chopped
off, like the word conduc (“conduct”), which would originally have been
conduce.
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Chapter Two: Nouns
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LESSON 2

PROPERTIES OF NOUNS

In this first unit, as a part of word formation, you will first be studying the formation of Latin
nouns:

I. Nouns

Latin Year I

Word
Formation
Sentence
Formation

II. Pronouns
III. Adjectives
IV. Verbs

Definition
In order to build a building, you need to assemble
bricks and other materials that you then put together
into a complete structure. To these materials of
construction correspond, in grammar, the elements of
speech: to form sentences that communicate
complete ideas you must assemble what are called
the parts of speech and marshal them into a correct
order. We shall first study these parts of speech, and
then, in the second Unit, we shall learn how to put
them together in Sentence Formation.
The Parts of Speech are eight in number:
Nouns, Verbs, Adjectives, Adverbs, Pronouns,
Conjunctions, Prepositions, and Interjections.2 We
shall start with Nouns, since they are the most basic
part of speech.
What kinds of words are nouns? Nouns are
words like airplane, mushroom, and Phillip. What do
these words have in common? They can all act as

2

The Parts of Speech are like the bricks
out of which buildings are built.
National Park Service [Public Domain]
https://www.nps.gov/peco/learn/historyculture/images/
preservation-work-scaffold.jpg

In some books you may find a different account of the number and character of the
different parts of speech. In particular, some authors consider the Article to be a
separate part of speech, instead of being merely a species of Adjective. The
account we give here is, however, the most common one.
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subjects and objects of sentences, as in: “An airplane flew overhead”; “I ate a mushroom”;
“Phillip greeted me.” Why can nouns act as subjects and objects? This is because, as you may
read in your English Grammar book, a noun is “a word used to signify something as a
substance.”
How do you “signify something as a substance”? We can see this through an example. If I
say,
“The bird flies quickly”,

the word flies is a Verb; it is signifying flying as an action, something that a bird does. If, on the
other hand, I say,
“The bird’s flight is swift”,

the word flight is a Noun: it is signifying flying as a thing (or “substance”), a thing that can be
swift or slow, something that can be a subject or an object of a verb. The word “flies” cannot be a
subject or object: I cannot say, “The bird’s flies is swift.” This illustrates how nouns point to
things as substances, rather than actions, which allows them to act as subjects and objects in
sentences.
What is the difference between a subject and an object? A subject is what acts or is said to
be something, and an object is what is acted upon or receives something. In the sentence,
John threw the ball to James.

John is the one who acts on the ball, and James receives the ball. As you will learn, this makes
John the Subject, the ball the Direct Object, and James the Indirect Object.
For the rest of this lesson, we shall review generally the different properties that belong
to Latin nouns, which we will be studying in more detail in the following lessons. There are three
properties of nouns that relate to using them correctly in sentences: gender, case, and number.
In addition, there are five “declensions” of nouns that determine how they are put into different
cases and numbers. As we press on and learn each declension, you will see lesson-by-lesson how
gender, case, and number play out in each of them.

Gender
We use words to describe all kinds of things. But some of those things are animals, and there is
an important difference among animals: some are male, and some are female. We need some
way of speaking about this difference in language. Otherwise, we would be unable to distinguish
between men and women! We would also not be able to distinguish between male or female
animals on the one hand, and objects like plants or stones, which are neither male nor female, on
the other.
One way we reflect these differences in our speech is by what is called “gender”. Gender
is an aspect of nouns that is used to represent male and female, and also what is neither male
nor female. There are three genders: Masculine, which corresponds to male, Feminine, which
corresponds to female, and Neuter, which corresponds to things without sex (neuter means
“neither” in Latin). An example of gender in English is the pronoun “he, she, it”. If I am
speaking about a man, I would say “he” – that is the Masculine gender; but if I were speaking
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about a woman, I would say “she” (Feminine); and if about a plant or a stone, I would say “it”
(Neuter).
Although both English and Latin nouns have gender, there are different rules for which
words have which gender. In English, we have it easy. Nouns for males are Masculine, nouns for
females are Feminine, and all other nouns are Neuter. 3 Quite simple.
Latin, however, has more complex rules. Males and females are still represented by
Masculine and Feminine, but plants and inanimate objects are sometimes Masculine or
Feminine as well, instead of being Neuter. Why is this? It may be that various objects were seen
as having male or female “aspects”, like how we speak of “mother earth” (in fact, Latin word for
“earth” is female). In any case, you will come across words in Latin that are Masculine or
Feminine, even though we would think of them as being Neuter in English, and refer to them as
“it”. For example, the word mensa, which means “table”, is Feminine; and the word ventus,
which means “wind”, is Masculine.
Unfortunately, there is no easy way of always telling in advance whether a word will be
Masculine, Feminine, or Neuter. Therefore, when you learn Latin nouns, you will have to learn
the Gender along with the meaning. We will give you the Gender next to each Latin noun in
the vocabulary tables. The abbreviation m. will mean Masculine, f. Feminine, and n. Neuter.
(Look at Lesson 3’s Vocabulary table to see what we mean.)
Why should you care about memorizing the gender of nouns? This will make more sense
when, after finishing nouns, you study Adjectives. There, you will see that Latin adjectives match
the nouns they modify (describe) in gender, and depending on this gender they will have different
endings.

Case
Unlike English, the Latin language is inflected. This means that the spelling of a particular
word will change from sentence to sentence to show what role it plays in each sentence.
Even though English is not, in general, an inflected language, it does, however, have a few words
that change their spelling in different situations. For example, the pronoun he changes to him
when it is used as an object: “He saw him”. For the most part, however, English words are
spelled the same regardless of how they are used.
Madeline caught sight of the dog.
The dog caught sight of Madeline.
Madeline made a long leash for the dog.

In all of these sentences, the word dog is spelled the same way, even though it performs different
roles. So, if we do not have different endings, how do we know what role dog is playing in each
sentence? The answer is that English uses other tools besides endings to point out roles: mainly, it

3

Sometimes, of course, we use the masculine or feminine genders to refer to inanimate
things, such as when sailors speak of a ship as a “she”. This seems, however, to
be a more poetical than literal usage; it somehow reflects the feminine character
of a vessel that bears its inhabitants safely to some destination.
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uses word-order, helping verbs, and prepositions. We can tell that dog is the subject of the 2nd
sentence, for instance, because it comes before the verb caught sight of.
Latin is a different kettle of fish, however. In the above examples, if we translated them to
Latin, the end of the Latin word for “dog” would have a different spelling each time; the forms
would be canem, canis, and cani (there’s no word for “the” in Latin). But notice that the word
does not change altogether: canem, canis, and cani all look similar; in particular, the first three
letter “can” remain the same in each.
This is because, when a word is inflected, part of it, which we call the stem, remains the
same, while an ending is added to the stem to show the role in the sentence. (Sometimes,
however, the stem is changed as well, and sometimes letters are added before the stem; we shall
see all of this in later Lessons.) In addition, you will learn about how words can be put into
different groups, which in this book we call bases. How do stem, ending, and base all combine to
form a single word?
Hooker, William Jackson, Sir, 1785-1865 [Public Domain] https://upload.wikimedia.org/
wikipedia/commons/c/cd/Flora_boreali-Americana%2C_or%2C_The_botany_of_the_
northern_parts_of_British_America_%28microform%29__compiled_principally_from_th
e_plants_collected_by_Dr._Richardson_and_Mr._Drummond_on_the_late_northern_%28
20008584884%29.jpg

Senecio Canadensis (Canadian Sunflower)

A Latin word is made up of
parts, much like a plant. At its core, it
has a “stem” – this is the part of a
Latin word that provides the basic
meaning. It shows what part of reality
the word points to. For example,
“boy”, “boys”, and “boy’s” all refer
to the reality of a young male person.
They refer to this reality, however, in
different ways – and this leads us to
the notion of endings. These are
modifications, like leaves or flowers,
that are added onto a stem to fit it for
a particular purpose or role. Just like
leaves are added onto a stem to draw
nourishment from the sun, and
flowers are added on for the
production of new plants, so endings
are added onto Latin word-stems to
make nouns able to be subjects,
objects, and many more things within
the context of a complete utterance, or

sentence.
Even though the leaves of all different types of plants perform much the same function,
they have widely different forms. In the same way, even though different Latin nouns take on
the same cases, Nominative, Accusative, and so on, the way these cases look is different. We
explain this by saying that nouns have different “bases”. The base of a noun determines what
kind of endings it takes. It is like a joint on the end of a stem, which determines what can be
fitted onto that stem. Thus some accusative nouns end in “am”, and others end in “um”, and
others use still different letters.
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There are five “bases” for nouns: a-base, o-base, i-base, u-base, and e-base. You need to
know which of these groups a noun belongs to in order to decline it (to “decline” means to give a
noun its endings). As you will learn, the base of a noun can be figured out from its entry in a
dictionary.
To review: The stem is that part of the word to which case endings must be added.
This is the part of the word that almost never changes. How do we find the stem of a noun? We
need to look at the genitive form of the noun, which is the second form of the noun which we
will give you in the vocabulary list. Take the example of puella, puellae. Then, take away the
genitive ending of puellae, which is here ae. What we have left is puell-, the stem of the word.
What are endings for? The endings of a Latin noun are what give it different cases. Case
is a quality of nouns with regard to their relations to the other parts of the sentence. Since
Latin is an inflected language, we need to pick the correct ending case ending in order to
determine its function in a sentence. Depending on its use in the sentence, certain case endings
will be added onto the stem. The case endings of a word tell you the relation of that word to
the rest of the sentence. This relation can be that of the direct object, indirect object, etc.
Suppose we have the following English sentence:
John threw the ball.

Here, the ball is the direct object, since we know that the action of throwing affects the ball
directly. Notice that the word order here shows us that the ball is in the accusative case. In Latin
you need to change the ending of the word in order to indicate it is a direct object. The ending of
a Latin word is the last part of a word, which usually adds additional letters to the stem. For
example: puer, pueri, the ending -is indicates the genitive case. There are five cases in Latin,
which we will study in the next lesson.
A Note on Terminology
If you have used another Latin book before this one, you may not be used to this talk of “bases”
and “stems”. Most books will just speak of the Five Declensions without any reference to bases.
Instead, they just call the a-base declension “1st Declension”, and so on. Also, other books may
not speak of “stems”, or they may use the term differently. Here, however, we use “stem” in a
very practical sense: it simply means the part of the word that you put the ending onto. It is
always found, for nouns, by removing the genitive ending from the genitive singular form. In the
second Unit we shall discuss verb stems.
[Insert a diagram here that has an enlarged Latin word, broken up into the parts identified above
and labelled]

The Five Cases
In order to understand the use of cases, let us briefly consider the how a Latin sentence is
structured. Latin sentences, like all sentences, are divided into a subject and a predicate. In the
sentence, Honos alit artes, which means, “Honor nourishes the arts”, honos is the Subject and
alit artes is the Predicate.
The Nominative Case is used for the Subject of a sentence. In the sentence
John threw the ball to James,
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John is in the nominative, since it functions as the subject of the verb threw. The subject of the
Latin sentence is always in the nominative case. In those sentences whose verb is some form of
to be, such as in the sentences Those are men, or A flower is a plant, the nouns which complete
the verb will also be in the nominative case. Such words are called predicate nominatives, since
they are nominative forms predicated of the subject.
The Genitive indicates possession. Whatever word is in this case is signified as that to whom or
to which something belongs.
John's house is large.

In this sentence, John's is in the genitive case. In English the genitive is represented by using
“’s” or by adding the word “of” before the noun it is modifying.
The accusative is usually used to denote the direct object, which is the word signified as being
affected directly by the action signified by the verb. For example:
John gave the book to James.

Book is the direct object here. In order to identify it easily, we can ask a few questions: Whom
did the verb affect? What did the verb affect? The answer to these questions is the direct object.
The Dative is usually used to denote the indirect object. In the sentence:
John gave James the book.

James is the indirect object. You can ask the question “To whom did John give the book?” The
answer to this question is the indirect object.
The ablative case has many different uses, but its main ones are to denote instrument or
means of action, and place. In the sentence:
John was digging with a shovel,

the phrase with a shovel would in Latin be signified by the ablative case. The word with would be
unnecessary, since the Latin ablative covers the meaning of that word in this sentence.
We have presented the necessary concepts you need to know before undertaking the study of
Latin nouns. It is important not to focus too much on the grammar. We shall present some simple
sentences in Latin to help you see more clearly how words function in a sentence.

Number
Another aspect of nouns in Latin that is covered by inflection is number. Number is that part of
a noun that tells us whether we are signifying just one of a particular kind of thing, or more than
one. If we say cat, we are talking about just one cat, whereas if we said cats, it would be clear we
are thinking of more than one cat. This is the difference between singular and plural. In Latin,
number is signified by the inflection of the case endings. Thus, there is a complete set of case
endings for the singular number, and a corresponding set for the plural number.

The Five Declensions
The particular formation of the case endings added to different nouns depends on what
declension a noun is in. A declension is the particular system of case endings, both singular and
plural, which are added to a noun with a particular stem. Thus, nouns are divided into five
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declensions, which are distinguished according to the different letter which appears most
frequently in the formation of the case endings. We will call this the base of the declension. The
base originally was a part of the noun’s stem, but as Latin developed more, the base became
obscured and difficult to tell apart from the case endings. We will still use the word base to mean
whatever is the most common first letter the case endings for each declension. This will help
you remember and distinguish each of the five the declensions according to a different letter.
Once you learn the endings for the different declensions, you will easily be able to tell what
declension a word belongs to, simply from the nominative and genitive singular forms.
1st Declension

2nd Declension

3rd Declension

4th Declension

5th Declension

a-base

o-base

i-base

u-base

e-base

puella, puellae

dominus, domini

rex, regis

domus, domus

dies, diei

In order to decline a noun, you need to look at the nominative and the genitive cases in the
vocabulary list. The genitive will tell you how to decline the word, without exception. Therefore,
the rule you must ALWAYS follow is to memorize both the nominative and genitive
singular of the nouns in the vocabulary list.
As you will see, although the case endings are different for each declension, there are
some similarities among all the declensions. For example, the last letter of the Accusative
Singular endings is always an m in all the declensions (excepting Neuter forms). This is may be a
sign that as the language was first developing, all the declensions developed out of one simple
declension.
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LESSON 3

NOUNS OF THE 1ST DECLENSION: A-BASE
1st Declension
2nd Declension

Word
Formation

Nouns

3rd Declension

Verbs

4th Declension
5th Declension

We are now ready to delve into the 1st Declension. After each noun’s entry in the vocabulary list,
we will give its gender by an initial: for example, we will refer to Feminine with an f. We shall
also give you some other words at the end of the vocabulary list; these are not nouns but verbs
and adjectives and so on. You do not need to know yet how these are inflected; we simply
provide you with them so that you can read sentences, since there are no sentences with only
nouns. And if you can’t read sentences, you can’t read anything at all: which is rather a sad state,
isn’t it?
VOCABULARY
Theme: Household
agricola, agricolae, m.

farmer {agriculture}

aqua, aquae, f.

water {aquatic}

cena, cenae, f.

dinner

copia, copiae, f.

abundance {cornucopia}

filia, filiae, f.

daughter

familia, familiae, f.

family

puella, puellae, f.

girl

silva, silvae, f.

forest {silvan}

stella, stellae, f.

star {constellation}

terra, terrae, f.

earth, land
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vita, vitae, f.

life {vitality}

portat

he, she, it carries, bears {portable}

est

he, she, it is; there is

felix

happy {felicity}

non

not
Vocabulary Note: After giving the definition of a word, we’ll
sometimes give you an English word that comes from that
Latin word (called a “derivative”) in curly braces: {}. While
these derivatives aren’t translations, they may help you to
recognize the meaning of the Latin word. When it might be
hard to tell what part of the derivative comes from the Latin,
we’ll put the part that does in bold. It’ll look like this:
{constellation}.

The 1st declension covers mostly feminine words. Words that whose nominative and genitive
singular end in -a, -ae respectively are members of the a-base declension.
All 1st declension nouns are declined in the same way, whether masculine or feminine.
Pay attention to the order of the endings in the following chart, and how they are applied to the
particular word declined as an example. Remembering the patterns of each declension will save
you from unnecessary memorization.
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Number

Case

Declension of
stella, stellae

English
Equivalent

Ending

Nom.

stell-a

“the star”

-a

Gen.

stell-ae

“of the star”

-ae

Dat.

stell-ae

“to/for the star”

-ae

Acc.

stell-am

“the star” (direct
object)

-am

Abl.

stell-a

“in the star”

-a

Nom.

stell-ae

“the stars”

-ae

Gen.

stell-arum

“of the stars”

-arum

Dat.

stell-is

“to/for the stars”

-is

Acc.

stell-as

“the stars” (direct
object)

-as

Abl.

stell-is

“in the stars”

-is

Singular.

Plural.

The stem of a first declension noun is the genitive form without the ae. For example, the stem of
stella is stell-, and the stem of cena is cen-. Remember that the stem is the word minus the
genitive ending.
We call this the “a-base” declension because almost all the case endings begin with an a.
For example: agricola, agricolae; filia, filiae. When these words are declined, the a remains in
most of their declined forms. Remember, we said that the base letter is usually the first letter of
the case endings.
Notice that the genitive and dative singular endings are the same. The dative and
ablative plural are also identical. Remembering this will save you much trouble when
memorizing the declensions.
Now study the following chart, which simply gives the universal case endings for 1st
Declension Nouns. Remember: the case endings are added to the end of the stem.
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Number

Case

Case ending

Nom.

-a

Gen.

-ae

Dat.

-ae

Acc.

-am

Abl.

-a

Nom.

-ae

Gen.

-arum

Dat.

-is

Acc.

-as

Abl.

-is

Singular.

Plural.

“There Is”
The verb est, which we gave you in this Lesson’s vocabulary, can be translated as “he, she, it is”,
but it can also be translated as “there is”. Why is that? When we use the word there like that in
English, it does not really mean anything: it just serves to fill up the sentence (in fact, it is called
an expletive, meaning “something that fills up”). So, in the sentence
There is a farmer,

The word there looks like it is the subject of the sentence, but in reality it only serves to introduce
the “real” subject, farmer. Latin does not use any word to correspond to our expletive “there”.
So, the above sentence would, in Latin, simply be:
Est agricola.

An example of est in the first meaning given above would be:
Agricola est felix.
The farmer is happy.

How can you tell whether to translate est as “is” or “there is”? Usually, when it means “there
is”, est will come first in a sentence. Also, if there are two nouns in the Nominative in a
sentence joined by est, you can be pretty sure it means “is”: aqua est vita, “water is life”. (Think
about it: if you translated aqua est as “there is water”, what would you do with vita?)
There can also act as an Adverb in English (like in “The farmer went over there”); this is different
from what we are discussing here and we shall learn about how to say it in Latin later.
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A Roman agricola

The painting to the left shows Lucius Quinctius
Cincinnatus (born around 519 BC), a Roman
hero, at the moment of being called from his
farm to the task of leading the Roman republic
against its enemies. He assumed total power
over the Roman army and, bringing the war to a
swift conclusion, immediately laid down his
authority again and returned to his farm.
Cincinnatus has since that time been revered as a
model of humble leadership, serving the republic
but forgoing the pomp and circumstance of
being a public ruler, preferring instead the
simple dignity of rural life. The city of
Cincinnati, Ohio, is named after him.

Juan Antonio de Ribera [Public domain]
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/
8/81/Cincinato_abandona_el_arado_para_
dictar_leyes_a_Roma%2C_c.1806_
de_Juan_Antonio_Ribera.jpg
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LESSON 4 TRANSLATION:

THE

NOMINATIVE

AND

ACCUSATIVE CASES

VOCABULARY
ecclesia, ecclesiae, f.

church; assembly {ecclesiastical}

videt

he, she, it sees {video tape}

vident

they see

ad prep. + acc.

to, towards; at {advance}

propter prep. + acc.

on account of, for

et4 conj.

and {et cetera}

sed conj.

but
Vocabulary Note: You’ll find a number of abbreviations in
the vocabulary lists. Here, “prep.” is short for “preposition”,
“acc.” is short for “accusative”, and “conj.” is short for
“conjunction”. A conjunction is a word that joins words or
phrases together. We explain prepositions later in this Lesson.

In this lesson, you will not learn any new forms of nouns, but will learn how to apply what you
learned from the last lesson to translations. This is necessary because translation is a primary
way of practicing your knowledge of a language. After all, when you’re faced with a language
you don’t know, it makes sense to translate it into a language you do know. Now, there are
couple things you must know before diving into the waters of translation.
Though you will not study verbs in this unit, we will still give you some verbs to
memorize in the vocabulary lists, so that you can actually form sentences. Latin verbs are more
versatile than English verbs, which makes them at times a little confusing. When pronouns like I,
you he, she, they, are used as the subject of the verb in Latin, they usually do not write them out;
these pronouns are contained as a part of the verb. You must, however, pay attention to
number. So videt can mean he sees or she sees or it sees; in other words, any singular pronoun
can be contained in that form of the verb. The word vident, on the other hand, contains they in it
as the subject: they see. Generally, the context will tell you which translation to use. (If you’ve
just been talking about a man, then videt would mean “he sees”; but if you’ve just been talking
about a woman, then videt would mean “she sees”; and so forth.)

4

The words et and sed are “conjunctions” – parts of speech that join the parts of a
sentence together. We’ll learn more about them later in this book.
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When a noun is used as the subject of the verb, however, we do not translate the
pronoun. For example, if we say agricola videt, it means the farmer sees. We don’t say the
farmer he sees. We just remove the he.

Preliminaries
Oftentimes in English we use words like “the” and “a” to help us be a little more (or less)
definite about some noun we are talking about. These are called articles in English, and they
happen to be a kind of adjective. In most situations, these are small and unimportant enough that
Latin does not use them in sentences. So when you are translating from Latin into English, you
must supply articles in your translation, because there won’t be anything directly equivalent to
them in the Latin. You can see illustrations of providing articles in English in the “Examples”
section of this and other Lessons.
Another thing to consider is
word order. As we said before, in
English, word-order plays the
essential role of determining how
each of the words in a sentence
functions. If you switch the order of
English words, the meaning of the
sentence will often change as well.
In Latin, however, since the
words are inflected, they can be in
many different orders and yet be used
in the same way. (Not that word-order
does not matter at all – it does matter
for things like objects of prepositions
– but that specific elements of the
sentence, such as subject and object,
do not need to appear in any particular
order.) Thus the great Latin authors
are very free with their word order,
which makes their works more
interesting (though also more difficult)
to read. As a general rule, though, for
simple sentences, the order is close to
English, except that the verb is often
put at the end of the clause or
sentence.

Latin Memorial Inscription
(At the very end comes the verb jacet: “lies”)
Stephen Craven [CC-by-SA 2.0
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/)]
geograph.org.uk/p/5027773
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The Nominative Case
Next, let us learn a little something about the cases. This is important in order to properly
translate Latin sentences. This is because, as you remember, the cases tell you how a Latin word
is being used in a sentence.
The first, most basic case is the nominative case. If you remember from the first lesson,
there are two uses of the nominative case. The first use is to signify the subject of the sentence.
Thus the Latin subject must be put in the nominative case:
Agricola felix est.
The farmer is happy.

The second use is to signify the predicate when the verb in the sentence is some form of to be, in
other words, when we say “this thing is that thing.” Such nouns are called predicate
nominatives, since they are nominative forms predicated of the subject:
Silva est!
It is a forest!
Familia non filia est.
A family is not a daughter.

The Accusative Case
The Accusative case is only used in the predicate of a sentence. It signifies the direct object the
verb in the sentence. The Accusative ending must be added to the stem of the noun signified as
the direct object:
Filia cenam portat.
The daughter bears the dinner.
Agricolae stellas vident.
The farmers see the stars.

The Accusative case is also sometimes used together with a preposition. A preposition is a
special type of word that combines with a noun to make a phrase, like “to the city”, or “in the
well”; these are called “prepositional phrases”. In those phrases, the words to and in are
prepositions, and they are completed by the nouns city and well.
Every preposition needs the noun that goes with it to be in a certain case; many require
it to be in the Accusative. One such is a word in this lesson’s vocabulary, propter; you can see
that from the note that comes after the word propter: “prep. + acc.”. When you see something
like this after a word, it means that that is the case that preposition “takes” – that is, that is the
case that the noun that goes with that preposition must be put in.
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Examples
At the end of each Lesson with new Latin forms, we shall present some examples, along with
English translations, to help you understand those forms in context. Normally, words in the
exercises that relate to the current lesson will be in bold; in these early lessons, however, since
all of the Latin is new, this convention is not observed. (We skipped providing examples for the
previous Lesson since we had not studied the uses of the cases yet.)
Filia aquam ad familiam portat.

The daughter carries water toward the
family.

In Latin sentences, the verb (in this case, portat) is often, though not always, placed at the end
of the sentence. The sentence would have the same meaning if the verb were moved: Filia portat
aquam ad familiam.
Filiam aqua ad familiam portat.

The water carries the daughter to the
family.

Notice how, even though this sentence uses the same words as the previous, its meaning is quite
different. This is because the cases of the words have changed, which changes the role of those
words in the sentence. In the first sentence, for example, filia was in the Nominative Case (–a
ending), making it the Subject, while in the second sentence, filiam is in the Accusative Case (–
am ending), making it the Direct Object.
Agricola felix est propter abundantiam.

The farmer is happy on account of the
abundance.
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LESSON 5 NOUNS OF THE 2ND DECLENSION: O-BASE
1st Declension
masculine
2nd Declension

Word
Formation

neuter

Nouns

3rd Declension
4th Declension
5th Declension

Having studied the 1st Declension – the a-base Declension – we will now look at the 2nd
Declension – the o-base Declension.
VOCABULARY
Theme: People and relations
amicus amici, m.

friend {amicable}

barbarus, barbari, m.

barbarian

equus, equi, m.

horse {equestrian}

deus, dei, m.

God {deity}

dominus, domini, m.

lord, master {dominate}

filius, filii, m.

son {filial}

gladius, gladii, m.

sword {gladiator}

populus, populi, m.

people, populace

servus, servi, m.

servant, slave

portant

they carry

sunt

they are; there are
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The stem of a second declension noun is the genitive form without the –i. For example, the stem
of servus, servi is serv. Remember that, for all Latin nouns, the stem is the word without the
genitive ending.

Masculine Nouns
This declension covers both Masculine and Neuter words; you will see some of the latter in the
next lesson. First, however, we will study the declension of those ending in –us. The declension
for servus, servi is the following:
Number

Case

Declension of
servus, servi

English
Equivalent

Ending

Nom.

serv-us

“the servant”

-us

Gen.

serv-i

“of the servant “

-i

Dat.

serv-o

“to/for the
servant”

-o

Acc.

serv-um

“the servant”

-um

Abl.

serv-o

“with the servant”

-o

Nom.

serv-i

“the servants”

-i

Gen.

serv-orum

“of the servants”

-orum

Dat.

serv-is

“to/for the
servant”

-is

Acc.

serv-os

“the servant”

-os

Abl.

serv-is

“with the
servants”

-is

Singular.

Plural.

We call this the “o-base” declension because it is the only declension that has several endings
beginning with o – in particular, the Dative and Ablative, as you will see in the table below.
Words whose Nominative and Genitive Singular end in –us/um and –i are members of the o-base
Declension. (The other endings used to have the letter o as well, but certain changes in
pronunciation took place over time that obscured the o from the other cases. For example, Deus
used to be Deos, but over time the o changed into a u.) In order to be sure that you are dealing
with a word of the 2nd declension, you need to observe the Genitive ending, which is always an
–i. As for the Gender of o-base Nouns:
2nd Declension Nouns ending in –us are Masculine.
The only exceptions to this are certain words like the names of trees; the word cedrus, cedri, for
example, is a 2nd Declension Feminine. But these words are very rare.
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Now for the endings: memorize the following chart of endings for 2nd Declension
Masculine nouns. Remember: the case endings are added to the stem.
Number

Case

Case ending

Nom.

-us

Gen.

-i

Dat.

-o

Acc.

-um

Abl.

-o

Nom.

-i

Gen.

-orum

Dat.

-is

Acc.

-os

Stem +

-is

Singular.

Plural.

Notice the patterns in the declension. Some endings are exactly the same for different cases. The
dative and ablative singular have the same endings, as well as in the plural.

Examples

equi (equus, equi m.): “horses”
[Public Domain]
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/
a/ae/Winner_of_a_Roman_chariot_race.jpg

Dominus filium portat.

The lord carries his* son.
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LESSON 15

REVIEW II

Taking Stock
We have just finished learning the forms of Nouns, which are the most basic building-block of
sentences. Before moving on to the next major part of the book – Verbs – we shall cover
Pronouns and Adjectives, which both use similar endings to Nouns.
Nouns, we have learned, fall into five Declensions, each of which is characterized by a vowel
that appears in many of its endings:
1st Declension: a. Endings: –a, –ae, –ae, –am, –a; –ae, –arum, –is, –as, –is
2nd Declension: o. Endings: –us, –i, –o, –um, –o; –i, –orum, –is, –os, –is
3rd Declension: i. Endings: –is, –is, –i, –em, –e; –es, –um, –ibus, –es, –ibus
4th Declension: u. Endings: –us, –us, –ui, –um, –u; –us, –orum, –ibus, –us, –ibus
5th Declension: e. Endings: –es, –ei, –ei, –em, –e; –es, –erum, –ebus, –es, –ebus
We have also learned the uses of some Cases and have learned some techniques of translation.
We have learned that the Nominative case is used for the subject of the sentence, and the
Accusative is used for the direct object and with certain prepositions. The Genitive is used for
possession and description, and the Ablative is the “by, with, from” case and is also used with
certain prepositions. Latin word order allows a verb to fall anywhere within the sentence but it is
often at the end.
Below is a map of all the types of Nouns we have learned:
Regular

1st Declension

Masculine
R-stem

2nd Declension
Neuter

Word
Formation

Nouns
Verbs

Regular i-base
3rd Declension
Super i-base

Masculine &
Feminine

4th Declension

Neuter

5th Declension

Remember that there are four different features in Nouns: Stem, Case endings, Gender, and
Number.


The stem is that part of the noun to which the case endings are added.



The case endings show how the noun is used in the sentence.



The gender is masculine, feminine, or neuter.



Number tells us whether the noun is singular or plural.
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For neuter nouns, the nominative and accusative singular forms are the same, and
the nominative and accusative plural forms are also the same.

Nouns can be declined in five ways. We can identify the declension for a specific noun if we
know both the nominative and genitive forms. For example, take the 2nd declension word deus,
dei and the 5th declension word dies, diei. The genitives of each word appear to have the same
ending -ei. However, the nominative deus has a u in the nominative ending, and the nominative
dies has e, so we can see that these words belong to different declensions.


The rule for the 1st Declension is that all nouns are Feminine. (With a very few
exceptions: words for practicioners of professions such as poeta and nauta are Masculine.)



The rule for the 2nd Declension is that all nouns ending in -us are Masculine, and
those in -um are Neuter. (Again with a very few exceptions: names of types of trees, such as
cedrus, are Feminine.)



The 3rd Declension has nouns of all genders. The “super i-base” variety has -ium
for the genitive plural ending.



Most 4th Declension nouns are Masculine.



Almost all 5th Declension nouns are Feminine.

Below are examples from each of the five declensions – see how each one has a different
nominative-genitive combination of endings:
1st: terra, terrae, f.

earth

2nd: dominus, domini, m.

lord

3rd regular: miles, militis, m.
3rd super i-base: civis, civis, m.

soldier
citizen

4th: fructus, fructus, m.

produce, fruit

5th: spes, spei, f.

hope

A Refresher on Pronunciation
Keep in mind that reading aloud is important for learning Latin. As a reminder, below is a word
from each declension you’ve learned, in the nominative singular and the genitive plural, with a
pronunciation guide (the stressed syllable is capitalized):
femina: FEH-mee-nah
feminarum: feh-mee-NAH-room
domus: DOH-moos
domorum: doh-MOH-room
civis: CHEE-vees
civium: CHEE-vee-oom
manus: MAH-noos
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manuum: MAH-noo-oom
acies: AH-chee-es
acierum: ah-chee-EH-room

Stressed Syllables
Notice where the stress goes in the above words. Sometimes it’s on the next-to-last syllable
(domórum), and sometimes it’s on the third-to-last (cívium).
The rules for determining which syllable in a Latin word is stressed are somewhat complex. You
can find them described in most any Latin grammar-book. But instead of trying to explaing those
rules here, we’ll just give you a representative list of words, with the stressed syllable marked
with a ´ accent mark. Reading these aloud will give you a sense of some of the patterns of
pronunciation. If you later decide to learn the rules for vowel length, having practiced your
pronunciation will help you. You only need to worry about where the stress goes with words of
more than two syllables, since two-syllable words always have the stress on the first syllable.
1st
Declension

2nd
Declension

3rd Declension 4th Declension

5th Declension

Other

agrícola

dóminus

cívitas

ímpetus

spécies

ivérunt

agricolárum

dominórum

civitátis

impétuum

speciérum

fáciunt

puélla

filiórum

civitátum

mánuum

ácies

puellárum

fílius

libértas

mánibus

aciérum

cópia

amicórum

libertátis

spíritus

copiárum

amícus

múlier

spirítuum

ecclésia

magíster

mulíeris

ecclésiis

fílios

témporis

List of Concepts for Review
Read through the following list of concepts and make sure you know about each one. If you find
one you don’t recognize or understand, turn back to the Lesson and Page indicated to review it.
[Add lesson and page numbers where each concept can be found.]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Latin alphabet & pronunciation
Properties of nouns – case, number, gender; 5 declensions
1st declension (a-base) nouns
Translating the nominative & accusative cases
2nd declension (o-base) nouns
Uses of the genitive & ablative casesk
2nd declension neuters
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8. 2nd declension r-stems
9. 3rd declension (i-base) nouns
a. regular
b. neuter
c. super i-base
i. masculine & feminine: –ium for the genitive plural.
ii. neuter: –ia and -i endings.
10. Use of the ablative case
11. 4th declension (u-base) nouns
12. 5th Declension (e-base) nouns
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LESSON 17

1ST PERSON PRONOUNS

Personal
Nouns

Word Formation

Reflexive

Pronouns

Relative

Verbs

Interrogative
Demonstrative

VOCABULARY
ego, mei pronoun

I, me (1st person pronoun) {egoism}

sum

I am

sumus

We are

Introduction to Pronouns
You now know all of the basic forms for Latin nouns. Our next topic is a kind of relative of the
noun, the Pronoun. Why are Pronouns important? Who needs them? Well, take a look at these
sentences:
“It was the best of times, it was the worst of times.”
“There is no terror, Cassius, in your threats, for I am arm'd so strong in
honesty that they pass me by as the idle wind, which I respect not.”
“Thou seest how few be the things which if a man has at his command, his
life flows gently on and is divine.”

Pretty fine sentences, aren’t they? But not one of them could have been said without Pronouns.
(The Pronouns in them are marked in bold.) As we shall see, Pronouns are indispensable, not
only for good style in writing, but for whenever we need to point things out without describing
them.
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Deus vitam vobis dat.
God gives you life.

As with the first person, a personal pronoun can be used as subject for emphasis, though it is not
strictly necessary:
Es rex civitatis.
You are the king of the state.
Tu es rex civitatis.
You are the king of the state!

You do not need to translate sentences with explicit pronouns differently from sentences that
“hide” the pronoun inside the verb, but you should understand that having the pronoun gives
more emphasis to the subject of the sentence.

tu es Petrus: “you are Peter”
SteO153 [CC BY-SA (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.5)]
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/77/SanPietroTuEsPetrusSteO153.jpg

Those “To Be” Forms
Throughout the preceding lessons, you have seen 6 different forms in Latin that mean some form
of “to be”, like sunt, “they are”, and sum, “I am”. These 6 forms all belong to the same Latin
verb esse. To learn all the forms of this verb you will have to wait for Lesson __, in the Verbs
section. Here, however, we shall put together all the forms you have seen so far into a table,
along with their translations, so that you can easily see how they all relate to each other.
sum “I am”

sumus “We are”

es “You are”

estis “You are”
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Sing.

Pl.

Nom.

genu

genua

Gen.

genus

genuum

Dat.

genu

genibus

Acc.

genu

genua

Abl.

genu

genibus

I saw myself in the mirror.

Think about it: you could not say, “I saw me in the
mirror”; that would be incorrect. You need to say
“myself”, because you are referring back to the
subject of the sentence, “I”.

To genuflect is to bend one’s knee
(genu).

Aikman, H. Gordon [Public Domain]
http://data2.collectionscanada.gc.ca/ap/a/a138362-v6.jpg

You might suppose that with 1st, 2nd, and 3rd person
pronouns we are all set – we can refer to all
different types of people and things, and we do not
require any further pronouns to swell our
vocabularies. There is, however, a role that remains
unfilled by any of these pronouns. To understand
this, remember that all pronouns refer back to
something, whether to a noun, or to a person that is
speaking or spoken to. But what if we wanted to
refer back to the subject of a sentence? In English,
we use special forms of the personal pronouns for
this situation:

The same goes for 2nd and 3rd person pronouns. These two sentences are saying very
different things:
The cat sees it.
The cat sees itself.

When we hear, “The cat sees it”, we assume that the it is something other than the cat, perhaps a
mouse. In the second sentence, however, the itself obviously refers back to the cat, which is the
subject of the sentence.
These words, myself, yourself, himself, herself, itself, ourselves, and themselves, we
call reflexive pronouns. They are reflexive because they are used when we refer back to the
subject of a sentence (the word reflexive, which is of Latin origin, means “bending back”).
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Georg Friedrich Kersting [Public domain]
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/
commons/3/3b/Georg_Friedrich_Kersting_-_At_the_Mirror__WGA12123.jpg

Latin also uses reflexive pronouns, but it handles them
slightly differently. For the 1st and 2nd persons, Latin uses
the same forms as for the personal pronouns. Only for
the 3rd person are there specifically reflexive forms.
Why is this the case? If you think about it, we do not
really need reflexive forms for the 1st and 2nd persons,
even though we have them in English. If you say,
I saw me in the mirror.

even though that sentence is bad grammar, it is still
perfectly clear whom you mean by me. No confusion is
possible. It is only in the 3rd person that confusion can
arise, as we showed above with our example of the cat:
The cat sees it.

mulier se videt
(the woman sees herself)

Without the reflexive form, we would not be able to tell
whether the cat was seeing itself or something else. So,
what are these reflexive forms in Latin? Here they are:

Case

Declension of
Reflexive Pronoun

Translation

Nom.

---

---

Gen.

sui

of himself/herself/itself/themselves

Dat.

sibi

to/for
himself/herself/itself/themselves

Acc.

se

himself/herself/itself/themselves

Abl.

se

by/with/from
himself/herself/itself/themselves

There aren’t very many, are there? Latin makes do with only 4 forms of the reflexive pronoun. It
uses the same forms for both singular and plural subjects, and it has no nominative form.
Why no nominative? As you have learned, the nominative is the case of the subject – and since
the reflexive is used to refer back to the subject, it could hardly be itself a subject! Hence there
are NO nominative reflexive forms. See the following sentences for examples of the reflexive in
other cases:
Oculus se non videt.
The eye does not see itself.
Civitates pacem sibi in bello faciunt.
States makes peace for themselves in war.
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In each sentence, the preposition is placed on a diagonal line, with the object of the preposition
being placed on a horizontal line towards the end of the preposition-line. An adjective that
modifies the object of the preposition is, as usual, placed under it on another diagonal line. In the
first sentence, for example, the prepositional phrase in the well hangs under the noun water,
showing that the phrase acts as an adjective. If you were to ask, “what water is quite cold?” I
would answer, “the water in the well.”

Taking Cases
How can you tell which noun in a sentence is the object of a preposition? In English, we tell
by position: a preposition’s object comes right after it in a sentence, sometimes with a word or
two interposed:
I dislike tripping over buckets.
The cow jumped over the round and silvery moon.

In Latin, the object also usually comes right after the preposition. However, since Latin is an
inflected language, there is an extra indication of the object of a preposition: the noun that
follows a preposition is put into a certain case, either the ablative or the accusative. We say that
a preposition “takes” a case when it makes the noun that follows it to be in that case. Hence,
there are the following groups of Latin prepositions:
1. Ones that take the accusative case. Examples: ad, propter
2. Ones that take the ablative case. Examples: ab, ex
3. Ones that take either the accusative or the ablative case. Examples: in, sub,
super
The first two of these are straightforward: you always know what case goes with them. What
about the third category, however? Is the case of the noun chosen at random? No: there are rules
for when to use which case. We shall learn about this through the example of in, to which we
now turn.

The Two Uses of In
Latin uses the word in much the same way we do, except they combine our words “in” and
“into” into a single word. What is the difference? They both describe location, but in different
ways: you remain in a place, but move into it. We might say that “in” represents place without
motion, and “into” represents place with motion. Note, however, that when we say “without
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From what sources was English derived? Modern-day English bears many marks of Latin
influence, but from the beginning it was not so.
Before being influenced by Latin, Old English was a kind of dialect that was spoken in
England after the barbarians from Scandinavia and Germany invaded England in the 5th and 6th
centuries. These tribes spoke different dialects of a language called “Anglo-Saxon”. Even though
we call it “Old English”, this language derived from Anglo-Saxon is still radically different from
the English spoken nowadays.
In fact, the quote we gave you at the beginning of this lesson was a specimen of Old
English, taken from a poem called Beowulf. Here it is in context, along with the translation of
John Kemble:
Beowulf wæs breme blæd wide sprang,
Scyldes eafera Scedelandum in.
Swa sceal geong guma gode gewyrcean,
fromum feohgiftum on fæder bearme…

Beowulf was famous; widely spread the glory
of Scyld’s offspring in the divided lands. So
shall a war-prince work with benefit, with
prudent gifts of money, while yet in his
father’s support…

Scarcely the type of thing you’d want to attempt before breakfast. The moving finger of time,
however, wrote on, and, once Latin began to exercise its influence, Old English developed into
Middle English. This influence was
mainly indirect, however: most English
derivatives from Latin came by way of
the languages of other countries in the
Roman Empire, most often French.
When Normandy (the northern part of
France) invaded England in the 11th
century, many old French words,
themselves derived from Latin, entered
the language spoken in England. This is
when Middle English began
developing.20 If you were to take up a
book in Middle English, you could
understand a fair amount, though not
without difficulty. This is an excerpt
from Chaucer’s Knight’s Tale:
Whan that his worthy duc, this
Theseus,
Hath Creon slayn, and wonne
Thebes thus,
Stille in that feeld he took al nyght his reste,
And dide with al the contree as hym leste.

20

Cf. www.monticello.org, http://www.dictionary.com
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Section II: Verbs
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Chapter Five: The
Formation

Principles

of
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LESSON 35

NATURE OF VERBS; PERSON AND NUMBER
VOCABULARY
Theme: Common Terms

munus, muneris n.

service; duty {municipal}

annus, anni m.

year {annual}

nomen, nominis n.

name

labor, laboris m.

labor, work

mos, moris m.

custom, habit; manner (plural: behavior,
morals)

laetus, a, um

happy, cheerful

aut conjunction

or

Vocabulary Note: The word aut, like the word et, is a
Conjunction: it joins two or more parts of a sentence together:
labor est facilis aut difficilis: “work is easy or difficult.” But
when aut is also put in front of the things it joins, it should be
translated as “either”: labor est aut facilis aut difficilis: “work
is either easy or difficult.”
Why does the verb monopolize the dignity of being the
“word”? What is there in it which gives it the right to do so? It
is because the verb is the animating power, the vital principle,
of every sentence, and that without which, either understood
or uttered, no sentence can exist.
– Richard C. Trench

A New Part of Speech
IN THIS CHAPTER, which opens the second major part of our Latin book, we have to change
direction a little. The types of words we’ve been occupied with so far have all been more or less
of a kind – nouns, adjectives, and pronouns have many features in common. For one thing, they
are all “declined” (they receive endings for different cases), and in similar ways. Furthermore,
adjectives modify nouns, and pronouns stand in for them; given all this, we might be justified in
speaking of these three parts as “noun-related” or “nominal” parts of speech.
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LESSON 37

MOOD AND VOICE; SUMMARY OF VERBAL

FEATURES
VOCABULARY
Theme: Military
dux, ducis m.

leader, guide {duke}

virtus, virtutis f.

strength; virtue

arma, armorum n. (plural)

armor; weapons

honor, honoris m.

honor

sanguis, sanguinis m.

blood {consanguinity}

celer, celeris, celere

swift {accelerate}

neque / nec (shortened form) conj.

and not, nor

Mood
THE LAST two features are Mood and Voice.

Person

Number
Word
Formation

Nouns
Verbs

Verbal
Features

Aspect

Verbal
Forms

Mood

Tense

Voice
Mood is something we do not see very much in English verbs, but it does exist. We see it, for
instance, in imperative forms, like when we say, “Tell the truth, you scoundrel!” There, the word
“tell” is in the imperative mood.
We also see it in subjunctive forms. Nowadays it is rare to see the subjunctive used in
English, but it survives in certain phrases. Although it has been disappearing from use, the
subjunctive adds clarity and expression to the English language, and good authors may still use
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LESSON 40

PAST PROGRESSIVE
VOCABULARY

habito, habitare, habitavi, habitatus

to dwell, live in {inhabit}

intro, intrare, intravi, intratus

to enter, go in

rogo, rogare, rogavi, rogatus

to ask, ask for {interrogate}

laudo, laudare, laudavi, laudatus

to praise

littera, litterae f.

letter, epistle; letter (of the alphabet)

ergo adv.

therefore

Past & Present
DOUBTLESS there are quite a lot of things that
you can talk about using only the Present
Progressive tense. You can talk about currentday world events, what you are having for
breakfast, and many other things. The Latin
forms we learned in the last chapter equip you
for these tasks. Still, your scope is limited. The
world of the present, as many people have
observed, is formed by the events of the past.
How shall we speak of those events – of the
laudabant Deum – “they were praising God” doings of Abraham, Caesar, and St Paul? How,
indeed, but by using the Past tense?
Internet Archive Book Images / No restrictions
https://archive.org/details/massvestmentsofc00wals

In this Lesson we shall be discussing, not
every sort of Past tense, but one sort in
particular: the Past Progressive. Since progressive means “ongoing”, that means that the verb
forms in this chapter will describe events ongoing in the past: “Abraham was ascending the
mountain.” We shall later learn about Past Perfect (complete) forms.
What sorts of things are “past” and “progressive”? That is to say, what verbal features do
they describe? “Past” is, of course, a tense. A tense states the time when the action of a verb is
taking place; past tense means that the action was happening before the present. “Progressive”,
on the other hand, is an aspect. An aspect states whether a verb is ongoing or completed; the
progressive aspect corresponds to ongoing actions. “The diggers were digging a tunnel
yesterday, but they have finished it now.” Were digging describes an ongoing process, but have
finished describes something complete.
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LESSON 44

INTRODUCTION TO SUBJUNCTIVES
VOCABULARY
Theme: Objects

carmen, carminis n.

song; poem

epistola, epistolae f.

letter; epistle

frumentum, frumenti n.

grain

panis, panis m.

bread

pons, pontis m.

bridge

via, viae f.

road; street; way

OUR next task is to learn the forms for Latin verbs in the Subjunctive mood. But first, in this
lesson, we shall review what subjunctives are; then, in the next few lessons, we shall learn how
Latin forms it.
Catherine Engelhart Amyot (1845-1926) / Public domain
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/95/Catherine_Engelhart_Amyot_
Daydreams.jpg

A Difficult Mood
The Subjunctive, as we said in Lesson 34, is one of the
three moods that Latin verbs can express. Mood is a
verbal feature that shows the attitude of the speaker
towards the sentence he is speaking. It shows whether
he regards it as a fact that he is stating; or an idea he is
describing; or a command he is enjoining. These three
possibilities correspond to the three moods in Latin:
Indicative, Subjunctive, and Imperative.

The Subjunctive is the mood
of the idea.

The Subjunctive is probably the most complex of
the three moods. There are many different ways of using
it, both on its own (“Independent Subjunctive”) and to
supplement other verbs in complex sentences
(“Dependent Subjunctive”). You will learn more fully
about Subjunctives, especially about dependent ones, in
the Year 2 book. But to give you a general idea of what
Subjunctives are, we’ll look in this Lesson at how they
can be used in English.

We’ve said that the subjunctive is the “mood of the
idea”. But this could mean several different things. Two important things it could mean are
possibilities and wishes. If I say, for example,
It might rain today,
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LESSON 47

PERFECT SUBJUNCTIVES, ACTIVE VOICE
VOCABULARY

specto, spectare, spectavi, spectatus

to observe, look at; consider {inspect}

desidero, desiderare, desideravi, desideratus

to desire, want; long for

vito, vitare, vitavi, vitatus

to avoid, shun; evade

existimo, existimare, existimavi, existimatus

to value, esteem; estimate

puto, putare, putavi, putatus

to think; suppose; reckon {compute}

quaestio, quaestionis f.

question

Vocabulary Note: Even though they look similar, the verb
vito, vitare and the noun vita have very different meanings.
Vitare means “to avoid,” while vita means “life.” The verb
that is related to vita is actually vivo, vivere (“to live”).
IN Latin, the perfect subjunctives are similar to
the present subjunctives, but they generally
refer to actions that have been completed, or are
entirely in the past, whereas the progressive
subjunctive refers to things that are or might be
happening in the present.

sanctus Antonius vitavit aurum – Saint
Anthony avoided the gold
Fra Angelico / Public domain
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3d/Fra_Angelico
_-_Saint_Anthony_Abbot_Shunning_the_Mass_of_Gold_-_44.550__Museum_of_Fine_Arts.jpg

To understand fully the uses of the
perfect subjunctive, we shall have to wait for
our in-depth study of Latin syntax, which treats
of how words are used in sentences, whereas the
object of our present study is merely how to
form words themselves (called “morphology”).
As we’ve said, there are in Latin no “Future
Subjunctive” forms.
The present and past subjunctives of the
perfect system are formed by adding the
endings in the following tables to the perfect
stem, that is, the third principal part minus the i.

Present Perfect Subjunctive
Singular
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LESSON 62

PERFECT PASSIVES
VOCABULARY

noceo, nocere, nocui, nocitus

to harm {innocent; noxious}

ardeo, ardere, arsi, arsus

to be on fire, to burn {ardent}

prohibeo, prohibere, prohibui, prohibitus

to forbid, prevent; hinder {prohibit}

doleo, dolere, dolui, dolitus

to be in pain, to grieve

poena, poenae f.

punishment, penalty

vulnus, vulneris n.

wound {vulnerable}

“Not a surviving plank of her has been seen since.” – Herman Melville,
Moby Dick
“Time is like a river... as soon as a thing has been seen, it is carried away” –
Marcus Aurelius

In Latin, the words “has been seen” would be: visum est. This is a Perfect Passive form; you
remember that “perfect” means something that has been completed, and “passive” means that the
subject of the sentence receives the verb’s action. Other English examples would be “have been
carried”, “had been beaten”, “will have been burned”.
As for the Latin forms: Perfect Passives in the 2nd Conjugation are just like those in the
1st. There are two elements:
1. The 4th Principal Part of the verb (if the verb has four parts – we shall learn later
about how to deal with the exceptions). Remember that this form is called a “Perfect
Passive Participle” (Lesson __ will refresh your memory).
2. A form of the verb sum, esse. The form of esse tells you what Person, Number, and
Tense the verb is. See Lesson __ for review.
All 3 Tenses, Past, Present, and Future, use the same participial form of the verb, but different
tenses of sum, esse. For example, take the verb video, videre: “visus sum” is present tense, “visus
eram” is past tense, and “visus ero” is future tense. Remember that since the Participle acts as an
Adjective, it must agree with its Subject in Case, Number and Gender (see Lessons __ and __
for a review of these concepts). And if the participle is plural, then the form of sum, esse must be
plural as well. Hence: puella visa est in domo: “a girl has been seen in the house”; puellae visae
sunt in domo: “girls have been seen in the house.” Finally, the Perfect Passive Infinitive is
formed just as in the 1st Conjugation: visus esse, for example, means “to have been seen”.
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